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Lenovo has announced a new line of touch laptops including the ThinkPad T400s, the first notebook to support multi-touch input with four fingers. The device uses a simple tap program, and clicking on two fingers anywhere on the screen opens a set of tiles on the desktop. Note: When you buy something after clicking
on the links in our articles, we may earn a small commission. Read our link policy for more details. The latest laptop notes page 2 laptop notes the best laptop under $500 is lenovo Chromebook Flex 5. At this price, laptops often offer significant compromises, whether in performance, screen quality or battery life. Lenovo
Chromebook Flex 5, though, manages to have almost everything you want in a modern laptop at an impressive price discount (and don't forget black Friday deals - and maybe you can even score an extra discount as part of black Friday laptop deals). That is — as long as you're OK with your Chromebook. Beyond that,
we've also made choices for the best laptop in Windows under $500, the best 2 in 1 under $500, the best laptop under $300, and more. Best laptops under $500 at a glance: The best laptop under $500: Lenovo Chromebook Flex 5 find a 13-inch laptop for $500 under is almost impossible. This is a shame, as it is the
most popular size for the laptop. But it's not really impossible thanks to chrome os, lenovo Chromebook Flex 5 managed to come in at less than $500 and provide impressive performance, 2 in 1 flexibility, and great value. This puts this Chromebook at the top of our list. Impressively, there is an Intel Core 10th-gen i3-
10110U CPU inside it, which is extremely fast for Chrome. 4GB RAM is enough for good performance and medium multitasking versatility, and 64GB of storage is enough if you make good use of the cloud. It shouldn't be surprising to have a Chromebook that occupies this category, and chromebook Flex 5 is a lot of pCs
for a little money. Read our in-depth Lenovo Chromebook Flex 5 review the best Windows laptop under $500: The Acer Aspire 5 Aspire 5 has significantly improved in its recent update, bringing better performance, build quality, and battery life. Another model is a slightly higher price at the moment, but it often comes in
less than $500 with the basic 10th-1005G1U core CPU, 4GB of RAM, 128GB SSD, and 15.6 inch full HD. Better yet, this is a well-built budget laptop that suggests confidence at hand, the keyboard and touchpad punch the way above its class. Battery life is also a plus, with Aspire 5 competing with laptops costing more
money. The 15-inch 1080p screen on the Acer Aspire 5 is very good for price too, although you'll have to jump out of budget for $500 to add touch screen functionality. Because this is not 2 in 1 although less of a concern for this type of money. Read our Depth Acer Aspire 5 best review sat down in 1 under $500: Surface
Joe 2 Luke Larsen / Microsoft Digital Trends Surface Go 2, now in the second generation, is the child of the surface set - but that doesn't mean it's not a small capable machine. Starting with a price well below our $500 limit, you might think this is a little too cheap, even for what we're looking for, but you're wrong.
Borrowing many excellent features from its more expensive siblings such as Surface Pro 7, Surface Go 2 is a sturdy, well-built 2-in-1 separation that works just as well in tablet mode as it does as a portable kemp. You'll need to shell out a little extra for the cover type and pen if you want to try your laptop and tablet full,
but that doesn't leave you the option to upgrade later if you want to distribute your costs. Although its screen isn't as detailed as something you'll find on a dedicated tablet like the iPad, it's still one of the best we've ever seen for a convertible laptop at this price. Surface Go 2 is not the fastest device in the world either, but
the tablet packs decent battery life and at this price point, you don't go to find Windows 2 in 1 that could better do it. Read our In-Depth Surface Go 2 best laptop review under $300: Lenovo Chromebook Duet if you're on a budget and want a detachable tablet that can meet your web browsing needs and light productivity,
look no further than the Lenovo Chromebook Duet. It's an attractively priced disc for $279 ($299 with 128 GB of storage), and the best of all is that it includes a kicking cap with a great keyboard with a touchpad. This makes the Chromebook Duet one of the best values we've seen, bringing in hundreds of dollars less than
competitive tablets once money is spent on the keyboard cover. The performance is modest, but fast enough for the tasks that will be asked to perform, and the presentation is surprisingly good for money. You'll run your favorite Android apps and offer one of the best browsing experiences on your tablet. Read our deep
lenovo Chromebook duet the best laptop 15 inches under $500: Samsung Chromebook 4 + laptops under $500 are not often lookers - and hey, can you blame them? At such low prices, you are better off paying for better performance and configurations of aesthetics. However, Samsung Chromebook doesn't make you
4+, you choose. It has a mono-body and aluminum design that resembles a MacBook Pro, complete with a larger 15-inch screen if you need some extra screen real estate. This makes it a good choice for students and home workers who may not have access to a secondary offer. The specs won't blow your socks off,
but with a 1080p screen and 4GB of RAM, the Samsung Chromebook 4+ will get the job done. Search and buy tips are laptops under $500 good? It can be, although finding one that does not compromise in multiple areas is difficult. Try to avoid laptops with screen resolution under 1080p, Windows 10 laptops with
pentium processor, or laptops without hard drive. They are always exceptions, but these are the types of components that make a big difference in your experience with your laptop. No matter which one you choose, you shouldn't expect your laptop to do $500 for complex tasks such as video editing or gaming. These
are for basic computing, text processing, and web browsing. Should I buy a Chromebook? Chromebooks do not offer Windows, which can be a blessing or a curse, depending on your opinion of microsoft's operating system. As they mature, Chromebooks have become viable alternatives to Windows PCs, especially in
the lower price range. Because Chrome is a lighter operating system with fewer features, Chromebooks often feel faster, and offer better battery life than their Windows counterparts (at a certain price). They even support Android apps through the Google Play Store, which gives you access to a wide range of mobile apps
and games. However, the Android app experience can leave a lot to be desired, so you don't have to rely on it. The downside is that you can't just go online and install any app. In fact, anything outside of what you can do in a web browser is out of bounds. Can you buy a gaming laptop for under $500? Mostly, no.
Cheaper gaming laptops are down from about $600 or $650. These laptops are already fairly weak for modern games, although if you play lighter games and are ready to play in low settings, they will get it before. None of the laptops on this list is a good choice for 3D games. What's missing from $500 laptops? Most
$500 is made of plastic laptops, unlike aluminum and other excellent materials used for expensive laptops. You'll also find faster performance in these more expensive mobile devices. Quad-core processors and 8GB of RAM are the norm in mid-range laptops, while most of the options in this list have less. Expensive
laptops often specialize in either battery life or graphics performance. Dell XPS 13 will give you all-day battery life, while Razer Blade will let you play modern games at high tire prices. When you shop for less than $500, you should expect a bare-bones laptop. It can handle most everyday tasks easily, but games,
photo/video editing, and other more demanding tasks may require a higher budget. Editors' recommendations lenovo stadiums in ideaPad V470 laptop and business model, this is a very appropriate description of this 14-inch laptop. The polished aluminum design is sleek rather than suffocating, and the Core i3 processor
has enough energy to handle your workload. On the other hand, the V470 is anything but casual about security, featuring a fingerprint reader and lockable USB ports. This $599 lightweight laptop has some very intense competition in the price range, so read to see if you should earn a spot in your bag. DesignLenovo has
hit the home run with the modern IdeaPad V470, and the spartan design. Its cover is polished aluminum bordered by the top of the Thin silver plastic strip. Lenovo silver logo slightly elevated and textured sits a little less The bar is in the upper left corner. Inside, the deck is draped with the same brushed aluminum as the
lid, giving it a strong feel. The shiny black frame display and matte black keys help disperse aluminum, while orange function icons help give the design a little extra pop. Running along the deck just above the keyboard is a single perforated metal bar featuring the system's four LED lights on its right side, the power
button and the OneKey recovery button on its left. The power button design is particularly interesting, because Lenovo has chosen to seal small holes in it, allowing thin strands of white light to shine through them. It's a simple touch, but one that adds character to the system. Click to enlarge the V470 speakers, which
contain a unique cleft grille, located on the extreme edges of the deck above the keyboard. Down and right of the keyboard you'll find a fingerprint scanner in the V470, which works with Lenovo's BioExcess security feature. For a 14-inch notebook, the IdeaPad V470 is fairly slender, but Lenovo's decision to taper the
back of the system makes it look less weightthan 13.4 × 9.2 × 1.2 inches. At 4.6 pounds, this laptop is just about about the average weight of a 14-inch notebook in this category. By comparison, the Toshiba E305 satellite weighs 4.4 pounds and measures 13.7 × 9.3 × 1.2 inches. HeatThe V470 kept cool during our heat
test, which involves full-screen Hulu video streaming for 15 minutes. At its hottest point - in the middle of the underside - the system reached 86 degrees Fahrenheit relatively comfortable. The touchpad and keyboard were cooler, reaching only 84 and 81 degrees, respectively. We generally find temperatures below 95
degrees comfortable, and the V470 remained under this with ease. The Keyboard and TouchpadIf Lenovo are known for anything, it's exceptional keyboards, and the Ideapad V470 keeps this tradition alive and well with the Accutype chiclet-style keyboard. The slightly concave keys were responsive and provided
excellent feedback, and the spacing helped reduce errors caused by accidental input. While some keys are less than sized - including Backspace and the right switch switch - this has not affected our writing experience. When we used the teacher to write thumb ten, we were able to write an average of 73 words per
minute with no errors, which is actually five words more per minute than we normally type using our desktop keyboard. Palm comfort is not terribly comfortable, but this is to be expected when the deck is covered in polished aluminum. We would have preferred a backlit keyboard, but we assume that this is a waiver that
you need to do for a price of $599. Click to zoom in, the Elan 3.25 touchpad provides × 1.6 inches for the Illan touch pad for smooth and responsive touch. Unfortunately, multi-touch gesturing is limited to two and three tapping fingers. We are disappointed that the touchpad does not support pinch-to-zoom, a common
feature on most laptops. Instead I'm supposed to press twice to enlarge in small increments. A three-finger click. Lame. We also appreciated the ability to rotate images with the touchpad. The View and Lenovo AudioThe 14-inch, 1366 × 768 shiny display made sharp, bright colors, but when viewed from an angle, the
images washed away quickly. The bright screen coating distracts reflections. When watching the trailer for the movie 13 Killers, blacks looked smudged together, but when we saw an episode of Family Guy, the quality of the image improved significantly. Click to enlarge the V470 speakers delivering loud and distortion-
free sound. Less dense bass songs like their crooked reptile eagles looked clean, but Lil's heavy bass m. looked dull without hitting a steady low-end. Above all, we were glad that nothing seemed to tiny. The ports and webcamThe right side of the IdeaPad V470 features two USB 2.0 ports, microphone sockets and
headphones, and a DVD drive for the system. On the left you'll find two more USB 2.0 ports, one of which is USB/eSATA combo port, as well as VGA and HDMI ports, ethernet socket, security lock, and power port. In the line of attack, you'll find a 5 V470 card reader in 1. You don't get a USB 3.0 port to transfer higer
speeds. Click to zoom in on the 2-megapixel V470 camera to provide clear images, but the images were heavily shaded in brightly lit areas. However, we didn't notice any noise while viewing the original recordings or when using Skype. Cyberlink's YouCam software offers useful features such as video surveillance and
Mirror Mode.PerformanceWith Intel Core i3-2310M 2.1-GHz and 4GB of RAM, the V470 will not blow you up with its performance, but it has a lot of power to handle everyday tasks. At PCMark Vantage, IdeaPad mobilized a score of 4960. That's less than 600 points below the average thin and light class of 5,596, a mark
lower than the similar price of hp suite dm4t (5,124), and well below the $675 Samsung SF310 (5,446), which features a 2.67-GHz Intel Core i5-480M CPU and 4GB of RAM. Lenovo's more business-focused ThinkPad Edge E420s, with 2.3-GHz Core-i5-2410M and 4GB of RAM, surpassed all comers achieved a score
of 6,290.The V470 500GB, 5,400 rpm drive booted Windows 7 Home Premium (64 bits) in 1 minute and 9 seconds, 4 seconds slower than the average class. When it comes to our LAPTOP file transfer test, the V470 again fell behind the class average, with 3 minutes and 39 seconds to move 4.97GB of multimedia files
at a rate of 23.2 MBps. Click to maximize performance when we put the Integrated Intel HD 3000 GPU V470 for testing with standard 3DMark06, the laptop achieved a score of 3944. That's slightly lower than the average category (4006), but better than the 3466 dm4t suite and the Edge of ThinkPad 3627. Toshiba
Satellite E305, which also features Intel HD 3000 Chip, posted an impressive 4563.When popped into the world of cans and set graphics to autodetect, the V470 managed 35 frames per second, well below the average class of 86 fps. When we switched graphics, the frame rate dropped to 14 fps, which is also what
DM4t managed. The E305 satellite, again, pulled out before the package with 41 fps can be managed. (Generally, 30 fps is considered acceptable frame rate.) LifeClick battery to enlarge the laptop thin and light, the V470 does not last very long on charge. During laptop battery testing (continuous web browsing via Wi-
Fi), the ideaPad six-cell battery was turned on for 4 hours and 56 minutes - below the class average of 5 hours and 16 minutes. The nearest competitor, the Toshiba S305 Space, easily won the V470, running for an impressive 6 hours, while the edge edge in the iPad E420s, managed 6 hours and 41 minutes. But the
dmt4 wing blew away all of the machines, and the marathon lasted 7 hours and 2 minutes on a single charge. ConfigurationsClick for Lenovo zoom gives you a wide range of options when it comes to creating ideaPad V470. Our system - with Intel Core i3 CPU, 4GB of RAM, 500GB hard drive - can be for $599. If you're
looking for a slightly more powerful system, you can upgrade to a 2.3 GHz Core i5 processor and a separate Nvidia GeForce GT 520M graphics chip with 1GB of RAM and Optimus technology for $749. If you want to go all, you can plunk down $899 and get a 2-GHz quad-core processor, 6GB of RAM, 750GB hard drive.
However, you will lose nvidia graphics chip. In addition to the software and warranty to the YouCam app, Lenovo has downloaded the Lenovo V470 security suite, which gives you easy access to the Windows password manager. Port Locker requires a password entry when trying to use a USB drive. Lenovo detailed
instructions have made the bioExcess fingerprint scanner setup quick and painless. Once we were up and running, we had the option of encrypting individual files or entire storage drives using an intuitive interface. You can also use BioExcess to access secure sites or quickly open web pages from your desktop with a
swipe of a finger. IdeaPad OneKey Rescue helps users back up data, restore the system, and create recovery discs at the touch of a button. Lenovo Energy Management software to customize power settings. Lenovo also threw in CyberLink's Power2Go Disk Creator software. Click to enlarge if you pick up the V470,
you will receive 24/7 customer support and full coverage on labor, spare parts and system repairs for any defects in the manufacturer or common use issues for one year. If you can't fix your problem over the phone, you can always send your notebook to a repair facility on ten cents in Lenovo. If you want more
information about lenovo's customer support services, check out how the company works in 2011 supporting the technology confrontation and the best and worst branding report. The sore judgment of the V470 is A notebook with an excellent keyboard and powerful security features, making it a good choice for business
users to go. The basic i3 performance is not burning, but there is a lot of oomph here to work and play. For $599, we can live without a backlit keyboard and USB 3.0, but the lack of multi-touch support on the touchpad is annoying. If you're looking for a Lenovo laptop that offers more of what business users need, you
can pick up thinkPad Edge E420s for $629. Ultimately, we prefer the DM4t HP Pavilion because of its longer battery life. However, if you are very interested in writing comfort and want to submit your data, the IdeaPad V470 is an attractive option. Chose.
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